Students will keep lab
notebooks, which move beyond
a journal, and require
independent observations,
hypotheses, recording of data
observations, as well as
reflections and discussions of
what their observations and
hypotheses mean in the context
of their field of study.

HNRS 290: Introduction to Cultural Ecology

Amsterdam, Paris & London
LED BY SCOTT HERRON
FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY

This Honors Course will explore Honors Experience by comparing the cultural
ecology of three European urban environments. The students will engage in
cultural events intended to expand their cultural horizons by participating in
guided tours of three large urban cities (Amsterdam, Paris, and London). As
cultural ecology is defined as the study of human adaptations to social and
physical environments, students will explore both the biological and cultural
processes at work in these populations. Students will analyze cultural artifacts in
small groups and as a class, where they will examine how these urban people
utilize their material resources to secure food, travel along rivers, and create
unique cultural identities rooted in the landscape.

10-DAY ITINERARY
Day 1: Fly overnight to the Netherlands
Day 2: Amsterdam





Meet your Tour Director at the airport
Take a walking tour of Amsterdam
Enjoy dinner in Amsterdam

Day 3: Amserdam







Take a guided tour of Amsterdam
See Koninklijk Paleis
See Westerkerk
Visit the Anne Frank House
Spend a half day exploring Amsterdam on
your own

Day 4: Amsterdam











Take an optional excursion to Volendam and
Zaanse Schans

See Trafalgar Square
See Leicester Square
See Covent Garden
Visit the Tower of London
Enjoy a fish and chips dinner in London

Day 9: London








Free time in Amsterdam

Take a walking tour of London

See Big Ben
See Houses of Parliament
See Piccadilly Circus
See St. Paul's Cathedral
See the Changing of the Guard at
Buckingham Palace (if scheduled)
Spend a half day exploring London on your
own

Day 10: Depart for home

Day 5: Amsterdam • Paris







Take a guided tour of Paris
See the Champs-Élysées
See the Arc de Triomphe
See the Eiffel Tower
Enjoy dinner in the Latin Quarter

Day 6: Paris






Take a walking tour of the Latin Quarter
Visit Notre-Dame Cathedral
Visit the Louvre
Enjoy a Seine River cruise

Day 7: Paris




Free time in Paris
Take an optional excursion to Versailles

Day 8: Paris • London

–

ENROLL NOW

